
 
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
 
Introducing Event Ice: Keeping it Cool with Cold Storage Rentals and Ice Delivery 
  
[AUBURN, ALABAMA, January 5th, 2023] – Greenawalt Hospitality is thrilled to 
announce the launch of its cold storage rental and ice delivery service, Event Ice. Event 
Ice is setting a new standard for cold storage rentals, with our trailers being able to 
refrigerate or freeze in a moment’s notice. Our state-of-the art trailers are designed to 
cater to a large range of events.   
 
Event Ice recognizes the pivotal role that proper refrigeration plays in the success of 
events, from grand celebrations to emergency situations. By combining cutting-edge 
cold storage solutions and reliable ice services, Event Ice offers a comprehensive 
package that redefines convenience, reliability and support for a wide range of 
occasions.  
  
Key Features of Event Ice:  
  
1. Tailored Cold Storage Rentals: Event Ice prides itself on its diverse range of 
cold storage options designed to accommodate various event sizes and requirements. 
From festivals to disaster relief operations, their state-of-the-art cold storage units 
ensure items are preserved at optimal temperatures, maintaining freshness and quality.   
  
2. Versatility Across Event Types: With an inherent understanding of the unique 
demands of different event categories, Event Ice caters to a wide array of occasions,  
from wedding and corporate gatherings to sporting events and disaster relief efforts. 
Event Ice’s services are designed to support every need.  
  
3. Disaster Relief Expertise:  Beyond celebratory events, Event Ice is a trusted 
partner in disaster relief scenarios. Our rapid response capabilities and adaptable cold 
storage units play a vital role in providing support during emergencies, ensuring 
essential supplies are preserved and accessible.   
  
4. Unwavering Commitment:  Under the slogan “Events Need Ice”, Event Ice 
stands committed to delivering top-notch services that alleviate the logistical stress of 
event planning and disaster management. Our dedicated team is available to offer 
personalized solutions and support every step of the way.  



For more information, booking inq uiries, and to explore the fleet of Event Ice Trailers, 
please visit www.eventice.com or contact booking@eventice.com 

Follow Event Ice @eventsneedice for the latest updates and behind-the-scenes 
insights. 

About Event Ice:  
 
Event Ice is the latest offering from Greenawalt Hospitality. Event Ice is a premium 
provider of cold storage rental and ice services, catering to a wide range of events and 
disaster relief scenarios. With a commitment to excellence and a deep understanding of 
event types. Event Ice offers tailored solutions that ensure proper refrigeration and ice 
supply, ultimately contributing to the success of events and the support of critical 
solutions.  
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